ABSTRACT This paper deals with the dynamic reconfiguration of networked devices linked by a controller area network (CAN). Each device runs dependent periodic and aperiodic software tasks and can be adapted to any evolution in its environment. A reconfiguration is a dynamic scenario that activates-deactivates the deployed devices, adds-removes software tasks, or changes the network traffic according to user requirements. Nevertheless, such a scenario can trigger the execution of new-old tasks to violate real-time deadlines or to possibly increase the energy consumption. Moreover, a reconfiguration that adapts dependent tasks in different devices can modify the network traffic and some deadlines of frames can be violated too. To resolve all these problems that can happen after concurrent distributed reconfiguration scenarios, we propose a dynamic methodology called Cynapsys-reconfigurable control system that allows coherent distributed behaviors of devices after any scenario. This run-time automatic strategy based on a multi-agent architecture is achieved in five steps: 1) applying reconfiguration scenarios on the system devices to update their services; 2) coordination between devices after any reconfiguration for their coherence; 3) feasibility analysis of each reconfigured device; 4) verification of CAN feasibility; and 5) reconfigurable frame packing. A developed tool is applied to a case study for the evaluation of the proposed contribution.
INDEX TERMS Real-time control system, reconfiguration, CAN, low-power scheduling, multi-agent, frame-packing. Utilization of aperiodic messages after Re i U C,b Total utilization in RCB before Re i U C,a Total utilization in RCB after Re i Inc τ k h Set of devices that can execute τ k h
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I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the new generations of control systems [7] , [8] , [21] , [41] and real-time control systems face new industrial challenges in terms of energy [23] - [26] . In fact, networked devices are widely used in these systems such as current vehicles that use controller area networks (CAN) [27] to link their distributed software tasks in order to offer more functionalities and services [28] . A system device is considered to be composed of dependent periodic and aperiodic software tasks allowing the control of physical processes. Due to possible external or also internal disturbances that may occur as an effect of a software/hardware failure, a system can be automatically adapted by adding/removing/updating software tasks to/from/in the devices. A reconfiguration is considered as a modification of the system behavior as a response to this evolution. A hardware or software reconfiguration scenario [29] is considered to be any run-time operation that adapts the system's behavior in each device and also on the network [30] . A reconfiguration is considered as a mode change [10] : Any reconfiguration scenario changes at run-time the initial set of tasks to another one. Also, the execution frequency of reconfiguration scenarios is low relative to that of control tasks. In fact, the power consumed during reconfiguration is assumed to be negligible compared with the power consumed by the execution of control tasks. We note also that some realtime constraints such as end to end response time bounds may be violated and the system becomes infeasible. The current paper deals with an original issue which is the automatic concurrent reconfigurations of distributed real-time dependent tasks under energy constraints. This paper aims to reconfigure networked devices for coherent execution of periodic and aperiodic dependent software tasks under energy and real-time constraints. We deal in particular with the feasible construction of the reconfigurable traffic on the considered controller area network (CAN).
The concurrent reconfigurations should be treated correctly at run-time to avoid any incoherence between the networked devices of a system. Many projects and studies are dealing today with the reconfiguration of real-time control systems under real-time and energy constraints [4] , [6] , [31] , [32] , [37] . Several works and algorithms are proposed for VOLUME 6, 2018 low-power scheduling [33] . A large number of algorithms are developed to schedule real-time tasks [34] . This paper reports a comprehensive and complete methodology which is partially based on the following initial technical advancements that are stated as follows: The work reported in [30] suggests a solution for the real-time monoprocessor scheduling of reconfigurable tasks sharing resources, the study in [38] resolves the coordination problem (without real-time constraints) and the result in [29] manages the real-time scheduling of messages on a network (with real-time and energy constraints). The current paper deals with the global feasibility since the correctness of tasks in devices depends on that of messages on the network. Indeed, the problem considered in our research is different from those in previous papers since we deal with the feasibility of distributed reconfigurable realtime tasks under energy constraints and end to end response time bounds where the feasibility is used to mention whether the real-time constraints are respected or not. If the tasks do not miss their deadlines, then the system is considered as feasible.
As far as we know, the feasibility of the considered distributed system after any reconfiguration depends on the coherence between devices, the feasibility of tasks in each device, the correct generation of frames and their feasibility on the network. In fact, if a deadline is missed, then the cause can be related to a coordination problem, to a software task assigned to a particular device, or to a message on the network. The problem is global and needs new solutions that consider the internal behaviors of devices or their exchanged traffic on the network. We aim in this paper to propose a complete dynamic methodology to be applied automatically at run-time after any reconfiguration scenario. This methodology is original since it resolves the whole problem by arranging the execution of tasks in devices and messages on the network. The feasibility of any task depends on its coherence with related tasks and also on the feasibility of the exchanged messages. So far, no studies are found to resolve the global problem addressed in the current paper.
We consider n reconfigurable devices linked by CAN and run under energy and real-time constraints. These devices are implemented by dependent periodic and aperiodic tasks [30] which can exchange messages on the network. The messages are generally loaded in packets according to several solutions such as the frame-packing [39] , [40] . In order to improve the performance and reliability of these devices, reducing their power consumption becomes an ever-increasing major concern. The reliability means that each device should continue its execution after any scenario. Nevertheless, the addition of tasks/messages can increase the energy consumption which can be a problem when the system is obliged to stop its execution. Therefore, in this work, we deal with the following problems: i) Coordination between the different devices of the system, ii) Management of the real-time scheduling of reconfigurable periodic/aperiodic tasks sharing resources, and iii) Management of the real-time scheduling of messages on a network under energy constraints.
In order to resolve all these problems that can happen after different concurrent distributed reconfiguration scenarios, the proposed run-time methodology Cyna-RCS allows coherent distributed behaviors of controllers after any reconfiguration scenario. This methodology is the scientific result of the European project Mobidoc that is called ''Low-power reconfigurations of real-time embedded systems LR-RTES'' and handled by Cynapsys corporation where it is applied to real industrial case studies. 1 It makes the following contributions: 1) Coordination between devices: A new communication protocol based on the token passing protocol [22] is developed, 2) System/CAN feasibility: New technical solutions are offered to satisfy the real-time constraints such as the modification of parameters and Bin-packing relocation under energy constraints, 3) Reconfigurable frame-packing: An algorithm is proposed to construct dynamically the frames under the bandwidth minimization, and 4) Energy constraints satisfaction: after any reconfiguration scenario that adds new tasks and messages, the energy is evaluated. Note that the real-time constraints are satisfied before any reconfiguration. Then before effectively applying any new scenario, the proposed multi-agent architecture computes (if needed) the new solutions that allow for the new and old tasks to meet the related deadlines. In fact, the new and old tasks cannot start their execution with the new parameters before being sure that the related deadlines are satisfied. To the best of our knowledge, no one in all related works deals with dependent-indepdent periodic-aperiodic reconfigurable tasks sharing resources and exchanging periodic-aperiodic messages in networked devices. Our methodology which is composed of different steps is original since it gives functional, real-time and energy guarantees that no one in all related works deals with.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 exposes some related works and Section 3 formalizes the reconfigurable control system considered in this paper. We present in Section 4 the proposed methodology for the system feasibility, reconfigurable CAN and coordination between the devices. Section 5 proves the Cyna-RCS correctness, and Section 6 presents the implementation of the paper's contribution. A case study, simulation and discussion are treated in Section 7. Section 8 concludes this research work.
II. RELATED WORKS
In the literature, there are a lot of successful studies addressing the scheduling problem of real-time tasks [34] , [49] . The work in [34] suggests the earliest deadline first (EDF) and rate monotonic policies (RM) for the scheduling of periodic tasks. The original priority ceiling protocol (OPCP) and immediate priority ceiling protocol (IPCP) are presented in [13] in order to manage the tasks that share resources. The goal of the priority ceiling protocol is to prevent deadlocks and reduce the blocking to at most one critical section [48] . The work in [36] proposes a stack resource policy (SRP) that allows processes with different priorities to share a single run-time stack. The (m,k)-firm model [12] is used in a degraded mode to better characterize the timing constraints of real-time streams.
Also, various related works have been dedicated to develop reconfigurable real-time control systems. On the one hand, the research in [21] focuses on low-power dynamic reconfigurations of synchronous real-time control systems. The work in [42] proposes new solutions to schedule reconfigurable real-time systems implemented with independent periodic and probabilistic tasks under real-time constraints. The authors have proposed an agent-based architecture in order to reduce the power consumption after applying any reconfiguration scenario. This work does not treat the case of tasks that share resources. Moreover, it does not present distributed solutions and is not interested in traffic on the network. In [31] , the authors define an architecture of reconfigurable multi-agent systems where a reconfiguration agent modeled by nested state machines is affected to each device of the execution environment to apply local automatic reconfigurations, and a coordination agent is proposed for any coordination between devices in order to guarantee safe and adequate distributed reconfigurations. In [43] , a new algorithm is developed to guarantee the schedulability of the bandwidth minimization in automotive applications. Many techniques are proposed to adjust the CPU voltage and frequency dynamically to reduce the power consumption such as dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) [14] - [16] . The research in [29] is interested in the dynamic reconfiguration of the frame packing as well as the traffic of real-time packets on a CAN network. The work in [11] addresses the problem of the shortage of energy in the case of the WCET's increase. As a solution, the mixed criticality (MC) paradigm is proposed to increase the processor speed if high level HI-criticality tasks need more than their WCET in a low level requirement. The work reported in [30] deals with a new middleware that is proposed to dynamically reconfigure RT-Linux based systems. An intelligent control agent is proposed in order to provide run-time solutions that reduce the power consumption while satisfying dynamically the real-time constraints. In order to control tasks, Mancuso et al. [9] describe a branch and bound algorithm for finding the optimal priority assignment. The research reported in [38] develops a new protocol for the feasible coordination between STM32F4 microcontrollers of a reconfigurable distributed system.
To the best of our knowledge, no one in all related works proposes a complete methodology for the adaptation of reconfigurable networked devices composed of dependent periodic and aperiodic tasks, and linked by CAN under realtime and power constraints. Moreover, no work is found to deal with the global problem of coherence between devices, feasibility of tasks, correct frame packing and also feasibility on the network. The contribution of the current paper is original and applied to a case study for the required evaluation of its performance.
III. RECONFIGURABLE DISTRIBUTED CONTROL SYSTEM
We formalize in this section a reconfigurable control system to be composed of n reconfigurable devices dev i (i ∈ [1..n]) linked by RCB.
1) OS LEVEL
Each device is assumed to be composed of a set of periodic and aperiodic tasks under precedence and shared resources constraints. Each periodic task τ i j assigned to dev i may produce many jobs [34] and is characterized by five parameters: 
where
is the utilization of periodic tasks
k is the time spent by a task with a higher priority when blocked and awaits the termination of a task with a lower priority [17] , [29] . Note that
k is equal to the sum of the execution time of any task τ i p and the waiting blocking time of any task with a lower priority than τ i p which stills blocked during B). When a task is blocked, the other tasks will be scheduled with a same defined policy that is the EDF algorithm [34] . Also, we use IPCP [13] to manage the shared resources since it guarantees just one blocking time. The processor utilization U i ab is formalized by:
where mt i b is the number of aperiodic tasks in i ab . The energy consumed by dev i is proportional to the utilization according to [21] and [44] (i.e., P i ∝ U i ). For the tasks with precedence constraints, we turn them into independent ones according to [30] . To manage the precedence constraints, we assign firstly a priority Pr i j to each task τ i j in dev i . Note that the deadlines of two tasks τ i k and τ i h under precedence constraint are assigned as follows:
We formalize the exchanged messages on RCB between the different tasks assigned to the different devices of the system. We denote in the following by m τ i k ,τ j l the message to be exchanged between τ i k and τ j l which are assigned to dev i and dev j respectively (i, j ∈ [1..n]). According to [39] , a message is segmented into multiple frames F. Each message is segmented into f frames. In this work, f is assumed to be equal to 1. Each periodic message
is characterized according to [46] 
where mp b is the number of periodic messages in b mp before Re i ,
, where map b is the number of aperiodic messages in b ma before Re i . Note that EDF is used in theory to check the CAN feasibility and FIFO is used in a real simulation to schedule the messages. We suppose that CAN is preemptive to verify the feasibility in CAN, i.e, we must ensure U C,b <= 1, i.e., in theory we use EDF to verify the feasibility (off-line). Thus, We consider the CAN as a virtual processor and the messages as virtual tasks in order to verify the related real-time constraints. The proposed solution can be adapted to TTCAN and FLEXRay. However, we have chosen CAN which is low-cost and well applied to various industrial applications compared with TTCAN and FlexRay [45] .
IV. NEW METHODOLOGY FOR RECONFIGURABLE CONTROL SYSTEMS
We propose a new methodology Cyna-RCS to be dynamically applied to the feasible reconfigurations of distributed control systems. Cyna-RCS is a methodology to be applied automatically on different facets after any reconfiguration scenario to guarantee: (1) The coherence between devices, (2) The feasibility of tasks in each device, and (3) The correct generation and feasibility of updated frames on the network. In this work, we consider three forms of predicted reconfigurations to be locally applied at run-time: (i) Architectural Reconfiguration allowing the addition/removal of tasks to/from devices, (ii) Scheduling Reconfiguration allowing the modification of the composition of tasks without modifying their architecture, and (iii) Data Reconfiguration allowing the modification of values of data while keeping the same architecture and scheduling. The idea of the current paper is as follows: A device dev i (i ∈ [1..n]) wants to apply a deep reconfiguration Re i that changes the architecture (addition/removal of tasks), the scheduling (composition of tasks) and the values of some data. This reconfiguration should be applied with the agreement of remote devices in order to allow a coherent and correct distributed behavior of the whole system. Once the coordination is guaranteed, the feasibility of the OS/RCB should be verified and the feasible messages in RCB should be constructed. We note that the feasibility of the system depends on the coherent distributed behaviors of devices, their real-time feasibility under energy constraints, and the real-time feasibility of messages on the network. Before we present the steps of this methodology, let us describe the proposed multi-agent based architecture. denotes the slave agent that controls dev i to check if any local reconfiguration scenario increases the energy or triggers some local tasks to violate the corresponding deadlines. We note that this work is not interested in the time delays related to the coordination process since the main goal is to guarantee the feasibility of the networked devices after any reconfiguration scenario. Note that the entity that is related to tokens will be described in Section IV.B.1.
B. METHODOLOGY
A dynamic methodology Cyna-RCS is proposed to be performed automatically when concurrent distributed reconfiguration scenarios are applied to add/remove/update tasks in controllers and messages on the bus. This methodology is applied step by step: (i) To perform a required coordination between the distributed devices for their coherence after any reconfiguration, (ii) To arrange the feasibility of tasks in each controller, (iii) To apply a required frame packing that updates the exchanged messages, and (iv) Finally the last step arranges the exchanged messages on the bus. This methodology is original and complete since it guarantees a feasible distributed architecture after any reconfiguration. We propose the following steps that encode this methodology: (i) Step 1: Dynamic application of reconfiguration scenarios allowing the addition/removal/update of tasks/messages in the different devices and also in RCB, (ii) Step 2: Coordination between devices to select a list of scenarios among concurrent ones, (iii) Step 3: Feasibility analysis of real-time tasks on each reconfigured device, (iv) Step 4: Feasibility analysis on RCB, and (v) Step 5: Reconfiguration of the frame-packing in each device dev i (i ∈ [1..n]) if RCB is feasible. Figure 2 summarizes the whole contribution of this current research by showing the different states of the system and the proposed strategy to resolve the destabilization that can happen after applying any reconfiguration scenario. We present in particular the VOLUME 6, 2018 different steps to be applied in any device after any reconfiguration scenario.
1) RECONFIGURATION AND COORDINATION
In order to coordinate between the different devices dev i (i ∈ [1..n]), we define three types of tokens: (i) Architecture Token, (ii) Scheduling Token, and (iii) Data Token. A reconfiguration scenario is applied when a coordination agent CA i (i ∈ [1..n]) sends first an Architecture Token in order to have an authorization from remote devices. This token has a priority, defined manually according to user requirements, and can be rejected from the network if another concurrent Architecture Token with a higher priority is sent. CA i awaits the authorization from all remote devices before considering effectively this reconfiguration. The architecture of the different distributed tasks is fixed at this level in the different devices. CA i sends now a new Scheduling Token in order to define the scheduling of the local tasks and also in the rest of devices. When an agreement is received, CA i sends then Data Token in order to ask the application of reconfigurations allowing the modification of data. This step-by-step reconfiguration is useful since it is not important to apply architectural, scheduling and data reconfigurations at same time.
We formalize the proposed tokens as follows: (i) Architecture Token AT: Defined by an array of size n + 2 such that Invoke Algorithm 2; // Receives all the answers from the remote devices in the composition level.
11:
end if 12: else 13: break; 14: end if 15: if (RA i sends a Data Request (DT (RA i ))) then 16: if (answer(CA i )==1) then 17: Invoke Algorithm 2; // Receives all the answers from the remote devices in the data level. A new parameter Thd r is defined in order to guarantee a safe behavior. If the coordination time exceeds this parameter, then all the reconfiguration requests are rejected and we keep the same configuration. Also, another new parameter Pr reconf where all reconfiguration scenarios are received at any time but only is treated at t = K * Pr reconf , with K ∈ IN . Thanks to this solution, the system is stable during Pr reconf , which is required to support the related services. It is worth mentioning that in this work we are not interested in the causes of reconfiguration scenarios, i.e., when they occur; what exactly happens; how the system is brought back to stability. The main goal of this research is to study the schedulability analysis of new and old tasks and the related messages.
2) FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS OF DEVICES
Once the coordination is finished, we move to the next step dealing with the OS feasibility in each reconfigured device dev i (i ∈ [1..n]). We propose different possible solutions to re-obtain the feasibility of the system after any reconfiguration scenario. The goal of this study is to just define these solutions where only one can be applied at run-time.
a: SOLUTION 1. MODIFICATION OF TASK PARAMETERS
The utilization must be changed in order to guarantee a stable energy consumption. A technical solution is proposed by Ag M to modify the parameters of all the old and new tasks after the reconfiguration scenario. In this work, we suggest the modification of periods or WCETs as a solution to meet all the assumed constraints after any scenario [42] . In order to minimize the device utilization, the new constant period of tasks T i assigned to dev i (i ∈ [1..n]) is calculated as follows
where nt i a is the number of periodic tasks of i pa in dev i (i ∈ [1..n]) after Re i . Note that a new value P max is defined to adjust the quality of control. If the newest value of periods exceeds P max , then the obtained value will not be considered and another solution will be applied.
After modification of periods, the new device utilization of periodic tasks U i pa is represented by
We formulate the new power consumption of the periodic tasks as follows
The new constant worst case execution time C i of tasks assigned to any device dev i (i ∈ [1..n]) is expressed by
After the modification of WCETs, the new device utilization of periodic tasks U i pa is given by
The new power consumption is as follows
We prove in [30] that the constant rate λ i,k C of each set of aperiodic tasks i aa is modified to be:
The new device utilization of aperiodic tasks is calculated by
where mt i a is the cardinality of i aa after Re i . We note finally that the modification of these parameters can impact the blocking factors of tasks. In this case, we propose to recompute these factors and analyze the feasibility of the corresponding device after any reconfiguration scenario.
b: SOLUTION 2. BIN-PACKING RELOCATION
Bin-packing algorithm [47] can be used in this work to minimize the utilization by the relocation of tasks according to different conditions that will be mentioned below. Binpacking is characterized by five heuristics: First Fit Decreasing (FFD), Best Fit Decreasing (BFD), Worst Fit Decreasing (WFD), Next Fit Decreasing (NFD) and Random Fit Decreasing (RFD). Based on them, Ag M can reconfigure the system on two levels to be temporally feasible with low-power consumption. Note that we cannot relocate the aperiodic tasks since they arrive with two rates. Two levels must be done for periodic tasks:
• Level 1: We relocate them by using one of the proposed Bin-packing algorithms into activated devices,
• Level 2: We modify their parameters by following Solution 1 once tasks are re-located by applying Bin-packing. To apply Bin-packing, we should order tasks in an ascending order and devices in a descending one according to their utilization. In order to re-locate task τ k h to dev i (i ∈ [1..n]), two conditions should be satisfied:
is the set of devices that can execute τ k h and Uã is the utilization average of all devices.
c: SOLUTION 3. REMOVAL OF TASKS
As a third solution, Ag M proposes the removal of some tasks according to their priorities. Each slave agent Ag i decides which task can be removed. Before any removal, Ag i should verify if the dependent tasks are with a lower priority to remove them too. Otherwise, it is not acceptable to remove this task.
3) CAN FEASIBILITY AND FRAME-PACKING
Once we finish the coordination and verification of devices,
Step 4 deals with verification of RCB feasibility. We define new software solutions to re-obtain required RCB temporal correctness after any reconfiguration. The goal of this study is to just define these solutions where only one can be applied at run-time. In this case, we propose the modification of parameters of messages or the (m,k)−firm-based degraded reconfiguration [12] if some deadlines can be allowed to be violated. We can remove some messages according to their priorities. In this section, we start by describing the modification of temporal parameters of messages.
a: SOLUTION 1. MODIFICATION OF MESSAGE PARAMETERS
In order to minimize the RCB utilization, we propose to modify the periods or WCTTs of messages. The new constant period T m, and WCTT S m, of messages is calculated as follows
For the aperiodic messages, we modify their λ i,k c as follows
More details are available in [29] which focuses on the partial problem of real-time scheduling of messages on a CAN bus. The current paper resolves the global problem since the feasibility of messages depends on that of coherent tasks.
The (m,k)−firm model [12] is a useful solution to find a feasible schedule after applying a reconfiguration scenario. We choose to apply the (m,k)−firm model as a solution to optimize RCB that runs in a degraded mode. In the hyper period [0, LCM ], where LCM represents the lowest common multiple of all periodic messages, we consider that if we have m among k consecutive periodic messages that satisfy their real-time constraints, then we can consider that this system is feasible in a degraded mode. The verification will be done in the worst case. The scheduling will be based on EDF.
c: SOLUTION 3. MESSAGE REMOVAL
As a third solution, the RCB agent Ag M proposes the removal of some messages according to their priorities. After any removal of unimportant messages, we should remove also their related tasks. The removal of the useless messages can minimize both the bus and system utilizations since the tasks that exchange the removed messages will be removed automatically.
d: SOLUTION 4. FRAME-PACKING UNDER BANDWIDTH MINIMIZATION
After the addition of new messages, we need to construct the frames in Step 5. The frame-packing problem is NPhard [40] . To resolve this problem, we use the Bin-packing algorithm to reduce the utilization of the bandwidth. We suppose that the messages are the items and the frames are the bins. In what follows, Algorithm 3 represents the proposed strategy to assign messages into frames. Each slave agent Ag i (i ∈ [1..n]) starts by ordering messages and frames in descending and ascending orders, respectively. If the size of the current frame can support the added message, then it is uploaded. Otherwise, it is assigned to the next frame. In the worst case, if there is no frame that can support this message, then we create a new one and add it to the list of frames. We propose also to merge the frames if their size is inferior or equal to the standard size of the frames. This algorithm is invoked every time a message is added. We note that the complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(n 2 ). Moreover, although Cyna-RCS is a useful run-time methodology, the calculation time remains a problem especially for complex systems with intensive concurrent critical reconfiguration scenarios. This problem is controllable when (i) we assign priorities to reconfiguration scenarios such that only a subset is treated among all input reconfigurations at a particular time, (ii) we decompose the reconfigurations into three 5: for each periodic message i do 6: for each periodic frame j do 7: if size(i) < size(j) then 8: Put i into j 9: end if 10: if (no frame j can support message i) then 11: Create a new frame z in frame Listper ; 12: Put z into j; 13: end if 14: end for 15 : end for 16: for each aperiodic message i do 17: for each aperiodic frame j do 18: if size(i) < size(j) then 19: Put message i into frame j; 20: end if 21: if (no frame j can support message i) then 22: Create a new frame z in frame Listaper ; 23: Put z into j; 24: end if 25: end for 26 : end for 27: Refinement of the frames: 28: for n = 1; n < k; n + + do 29: for m = n + 1; m <= k; m + + do 30: if size(frame List [n] forms: Architecture, scheduling and data such that it is not useful to arrange the scheduling and data of reconfigurable tasks if the coordinator agents do not agree the distributed architectures on devices, and (iii) We consider that real-time constraints cannot be satisfied by tasks or messages during the reconfiguration process of networked devices.
V. CYNA-RCS CORRECTNESS
We prove the correctness of the proposed methodology Cyna-RCS with the following theorem.
Theorem 1:
Let Sys be a distributed control system according to the current paper assumptions, i.e., reconfigurable real-time dependent-independent and periodic-aperiodic distributed tasks that exchange periodic-aperiodic messages on the considered network. If the system is automatically reconfigured at run-time according to the methodology Cyna-RCS, then it satisfies all its real-time and energy constraints.
Part1 (Real-Time Guarantees of Cyna-RCS):
Let Sys be a feasible system distributed on n devices such that each one dev i contains nt i b periodic and mt i b aperiodic tasks before a reconfiguration scenario. Let mp b + map b be the number of messages to be exchanged on the bus before this scenario. We suppose that new tasks and messages are added such that each device contains nt i a periodic and mt i a aperiodic tasks (χ i = nt i a + mt i a ). Let ξ = mp a + map a be the number of messages to be exchanged on the bus after the reconfiguration scenario. Let us suppose that Sys becomes unfeasible in spite of Cyna-RCS is applied dynamically. Therefore, there
.ξ ]) that does not meet its deadline, which contradicts the solutions given by Cyna-RCS. In fact, equations (1), (4), (7), (9), (10), (11) 
Part2 (Energy Guarantees of Cyna-RCS):
Let us consider that the energy consumption is increased although Cyna-RCS is applied after such a scenario. Let dev i (i ∈ [1..n]) be a device of Sys such that the energy consumption is increased after the reconfiguration scenario Re i . According to equations (3), (6) and the rest of Cyna-RCS solutions we have: for any dev i (i ∈ [1..n]), P i pa ≤ P i pb , which contradicts the solutions given by Cyna-RCS. In conclusion, Sys is always feasible and meets its energy constraints whatever the methodology Cyna-RCS is automatically applied after any reconfiguration scenario.
VI. IMPLEMENTATION
We propose an original algorithm based on the studies in [29] , [30] , and [38] to form a complete methodology allowing feasible reconfigurable distributed control systems composed of periodic and aperiodic tasks. Before describing the algorithm, we present the different used functions: Modification of periods or WCTTs of messages, (ix) Appsol2-Message(): Application of the (m,k)−firm model, and (x) App-sol3-Message(): Removal of messages. Algorithm 4 is proposed to control the power consumption, to manage any reconfiguration, and to handle the frame-packing on CAN. It is with complexity O(n 2 ). After the addition of tasks and messages, it reads their parameters and invokes Algorithm 1 to coordinate between the different devices. If the utilization is bigger than 1, then the user suggests one of the proposed solutions for the system feasibility. We denote by Sol t and Sol M the solution that can be chosen by the user to be applied for the OS and CAN feasibility.
After that, it verifies the feasibility on CAN. Finally, it constructs dynamically the frame-packing by invoking Algorithm 3.
VII. CASE STUDY AND SIMULATION
We present a formal case study that deals with a distributed reconfigurable control system. The goal of this study is to run the proposed methodology with a simple example of precomputed reconfiguration scenarios, before applying different simulations for the evaluation of its performance. The simulation results are generated by a developed tool named also Cyna-RCS. 2 These results highlight the performance of the proposed solutions. To handle run-time reconfiguration scenarios, a middleware is proposed to arrange the new lists of tasks and messages to be executed after each scenario 3 ( Figure 3) . The middleware based on agents and deployed on each device listens to input reconfigurations, arranges the coordination with remote controllers, arranges the parameters of tasks and controls also the traffic on bus. Note that all the tasks are compiled off-line and any reconfiguration scenario is predicted before the system cold start.
To present an application of Cyna-RCS, we propose a networked control system composed of four reconfigurable devices dev 1 , dev 2 , dev 3 and dev 4 that run distributed realtime tasks exchanging messages on RCB. dev i (i ∈ [1..4]) activates the blue led when it requires a well-defined reconfiguration, and activates the yellow led when the related devices give their authorization. Table 1 lists the initial parameters before the reconfiguration scenario of the different devices. We suppose initially that tasks τ 1 p1 and τ 1 p2 in dev 1 (τ 2 p3 and τ 2 p4 in dev 2 , respectively) share a software resource Res 1 (Res 2 , respectively). The blocking times of all these tasks are equal to 1. Described in Table 2 , we consider that aperiodic tasks τ 1 a9 , τ 1 a10 and τ 2 a11 arrive with λ i,k r = 0.09 and λ i,k C = 0.3. We suppose that the periodic and aperiodic tasks of the system exchange messages on RCB presented in Tables 3 and 4 . Let us consider that the aperiodic messages arrive with the same rate as the aperiodic tasks. The Algorithm 4 Reconfigurable RCB 1: Input: Reconfiguration requests in devices.
2:
3: for each reconfiguration scenario do 4: Invoke Algorithm 1; 5: end for 6: for each device do 7: Compute the utilization U i a ; 8: if U i a ≤ 1 then 9:
Send-approval-power(Ag i ,Ag M );
10:
Send-alert-power(Ag i ,Ag M ); 12: if (Sol t == 1) then 13: Call(App-sol1-Task()); 14: else 15: if (Sol t == 2) then 16: Call(App-sol2-Task()) ;
17:
Call(App-sol3-Task()); 19: end if 20: end if 21: Evaluate-power-consumption(Ag M ); 22: Calculate the new utilization U i a after each solution; 23: Manage-removal(Ag i ); 24: end if 25 : end for 26: Calculate U C,a ; 27: if U C,a ≥ 1 then 28: if (Sol M == 1) then 29: Call(App-sol1-Message()); 30: else 31: if (Sol M == 2) then 32: Call(App-sol2-Message()); 33: else 34: Call(App-sol3-Message()); 35: end if 36: end if 37: end if 38: Invoke Algorithm 3;
Output: Coherent and feasible behaviors in devices and RCB.
initial utilization of dev 1 , dev 2 , dev 3 and dev 4 is presented in Table 7 . The OS feasibility is proven since the utilization of each device is less than 1. We show in Table 15 the initial utilization of RCB that affirms the initial feasibility of the CAN utilization. Tables 5 and 6 present the parameters of the added tasks at run-time after a reconfiguration scenario. We suppose that τ 1 p12 (τ 1 p24 , respectively) share a software resource Res 3 (Res 4 , respectively) with τ 1 p21 (τ 1 p27 , respectively). In this case, B 1 p12 = 2, τ 1 p21 = 2, τ 1 p24 = 1 and τ 1 p27 = 2. We suppose that the added tasks exchange periodic and aperiodic messages presented in Tables 8 and 9 . The utilization in dev 1 , dev 2 , dev 3 and dev 4 becomes higher than 1 after this reconfiguration as described in Table 7 , i.e., the feasibility condition is not respected. Moreover, the CAN utilization given in Table 10 after the reconfiguration of RCB becomes higher than one. The bus becomes also unfeasible.
A. COORDINATION
The methodology Cyna-RCS is automatically applied since real-time properties are not satisfied in all the devices and RCB. The second step of Cyna-RCS deals with a required coordination between devices for their coherence proposed schedules then they agree with the newest proposed values of periods for the given schedule in dev 1 and dev 2 .
B. FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS
After this coordination between devices, the next step deals with the feasibility analysis to allow the required satisfaction of real-time and energy constraints after reconfiguration. The proposed equations (1), (4) and (7) are applied to modify the periods and WCET of tasks in order to have the utilization less than one in each device. Table 14 presents the new constant values of periods and WCET of tasks in dev 1 , dev 2 and dev 3 . The new utilization is less than one and each device becomes again feasible. Equations (9) and (10) are also applied to calculate new constant values for the periods and WCTT of the exchanged messages. According to Table 15 , the RCB utilization becomes again less than one and the messages are feasible.
We illustrate the packing problem by applying Algorithm 3 and choosing FFD to the considered running example. First of all, we order the periodic and aperiodic frames in an ascending order and the messages in a descending one. We consider four frames to be exchanged on the bus. (3) and (6) are applied to estimate the new energy consumed by devices and also RCB. Table 17 presents the new values of energy consumption which is decreased thanks to Cyna-RCS. We present in Table 17 FIGURE 4. Energy evolution after the parameters modification in devices. the global energy 82% and 93% thanks to the Cyna-RCS methodology.
C. EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE
We have developed a C++ simulator which is based on the real-time simulator cheddar. 4 First, it reads the initial parameters of periodic/aperiodic tasks/messages. Then, it computes the initial utilizations of each device as well as that of CAN. After that, it reads the parameters of the added tasks/messages and applies the coordination protocol. Once the tasks/messages are added, Cyna-RCS will be applied to ensure a feasible system thanks to equations (1), (4), (7), (9), (10) and (11) . Finally, the frame-packing will be handled and the energy consumption will be calculated thanks to equation (6) .
In order to evaluate the performance of the paper's contribution, we consider a system implemented initially by 20 OS periodic and 10 OS aperiodic tasks and assumed to be feasible. Initially, we assume that our system is feasible. We consider two types of reconfigurations: (i) A sequence of software reconfigurations that gradually increase the number of tasks to be 80 periodic and 20 aperiodic tasks, (ii) A sequence of hardware reconfigurations that increase in step by step the number of devices to be 20. The goal of this experimental part is to explain the different steps of the proposed methodology. We aim to consider pre-defined reconfigurations and to compute off-line (and can be on-line) the periods and frequencies of processors after any reconfiguration scenario to meet realtime and energy constraints.
We start first by applying the coordination protocol between the different devices. Once the reconfigurations are authorized, we verify the first solution which is the period/WCET modification. In order to compare the proposed WCET and period oriented solutions, we present in Figure 4 the energy evolution after adding tasks to three devices when both of them are applied. The new values of energy are given thanks to equation 6. The dotted curve with squares represents the power consumption after the periods modification. The dotted curve with triangles represents the power consumption after applying the WCETs modification. To highlight the importance of the proposed solution, the dotted curve is added. The power consumption decreases after the parameters modification is applied. Note that the power consumption is further reduced when the WCETs modification is applied. This is logical since changing WCET means the modification of the processor speed which is proportional to the consumed energy. When we compare the obtained results with [42] , we deduce that the given results after the periods modification is similar to [42] . But, our work shows better results than those in [42] if we modify the WCETs. Also, we have compared our contribution with [19] . The energy found is between 0 and 45 % for the periods modification however in our work the energy is stable after we apply this solution. We present in Figure 5 the energy evolution after the removal of the unimportant tasks (tasks with the lowest priority) from the different devices. The dotted curve with squares represents the power consumption when Cyna-RCS is applied. The energy is between 0.4757 and 0.5365. Thus, we can ignore the variations. The dotted curve represents the energy when no solution is applied after the tasks addition. As we can see, this solution can stabilize/minimize the power consumption in the whole system. In terms of energy, the obtained results in our work are better than the given results in the related publications. For example in [23] , the energy is between 10% and 30% after applying the pipeline. But in this current research, energy saving is 76% in average.
We present in Figure 7 the energy evolution when the number of exchanged messages is increased step by step from 10 to 100 after applying a sequence of reconfiguration scenarios. The dotted curves with squares and triangles represent the power consumption after the application of Cyna-RCS by modifying the periods and the WCTTs of the messages, respectively. The dotted curve represents the energy if we do not apply Cyna-RCS. We remark that more the CAN utilization increases, the latter will be reduced if we apply both of the proposed solutions. Thus, the power consumption is minimized.
In order to be more effective, we compare our protocol with [35] . Therefore, we present in Figure 6 the comparison between the current work and that reported in [35] which is based on a unique controller to manage distributed reconfiguration scenarios. By using the token oriented solution in Cyna-RCS, the number of exchanged messages for coordination between devices is lower than in that reported in [35] . In fact, the centralized control of reconfigurations increases the point to point requests whereas the use of architecture, scheduling and data tokens reduces the reconfiguration traffic on RCB.
Figures 9 and 8 present the evolution of the energy consumption when the number of tasks and devices is increased. We remark that the energy remains nearly constant by applying Cyna-RCS when the number of tasks from 10 reaches 90 and the number of devices from 4 to 15. This is logical since the proposed solutions allow to have P i a P i a . Table 18 compares the proposed approach with several related works in the literature. The current paper deals with the global feasibility since the correctness of tasks in devices depends on that of messages on the network. Indeed, the problem considered in the current paper is different from those in previous papers since we deal with the feasibility of distributed reconfigurable real-time periodic/aperiodic tasks that exchange messages under energy constraints. By comparing our work with the existing methods above [1] - [3] , [19] , [23] , [42] , we believe that our contribution is original since these related works do not consider the same assumptions of this work.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We propose in this paper a run-time automatic global approach called Cyna-RCS for reconfigurable CAN that links several flexible devices. In this approach, different solutions are used to guarantee a feasible system under real-time, low-power and networking constraints.
After applying a reconfiguration scenario which is assumed to be any modification of the software as well as the hardware architecture, the power consumption can increase and some real-time constraints may be not satisfied. Moreover, CAN cannot support the added messages to be exchanged between tasks.
A multi-agent-architecture following the master/slave model is defined where we can apply technical solutions to meet all fixed constraints. This architecture is based on a token ring protocol for an optimal coordination between devices. The different steps of our methodology are explained in the experimentation part to verify the respect of realtime constraints and evaluate the energy minimisation. This protocol is applied in step-by-step to control the complexity of the problem under consideration. Our methodology is certain since it can be applied to any system with the predefined assumptions. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is original since no one in all related works and in all our previous works deals with the automatic adaptation of reconfigurable distributed systems where the coherence between devices, the feasibility of tasks in each one, the frame packing and the feasibility on the network are treated together.
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